
The Ermine Street Guard 

Our Ways 

 
The purpose of this article is to explain why the Guard do things in certain ways and how we 
came to these decisions in the first place. After 48 years we have, hopefully, learnt 
something about the Roman Army, its armour and equipment, but would never say we have 
everything right. We are not set in our ways and take on board new thinking from Roman 
Army experts and the result of new archaeology finds. Our first President was the late well-
known historian and author Peter Connolly who assisted the late H.Russell Robinson, 
Keeper of Armour at the Tower of London Armouries in his interpretation of Roman 
armour and equipment and carried out very important work on the Roman saddle. Our 
present President is Professor Simon James, of the School of Archaeology and Ancient 
History, Leicester University.  

When we first started in 1972 our aim was to produce armour and equipment for a village 
historical event after which we would go our separate ways. Although mostly made of metal 
it was not very accurate. After deciding to continue it soon became clear it would have to be 
replaced if we were to become a credible unit. In fact Russell Robinson, on seeing pictures 
of our early kit wrote “What a shame to put so much effort into making something so 



wrong. Your helmets are like coal miners’ helmets and your crests are like Hitler’s 
moustache “.  

Our Outlook 

 
From the outset we have never lost sight of the fact we are modern people trying to make 
an accurate interpretation of the Roman Army of the second half of the 1st century and early 
2nd century AD to show to the public. We do not pretend we are Roman Soldiers and do not 
use first person or immersion. At the end of displays the kit is carefully and safely put away.  
We do not go to the pub in kit where it would not mix with modern artefacts and swords 
and daggers would be dangerous. I recently saw a member of another group standing 
outside the Twice Brewed pub on Hadrian’s Wall, in full kit, using a mobile phone! Although 
allocated Roman names we do not use them to address each other. There is nothing worse 
than Caius being asked if he wants another cup of tea. 

 

 

 



Ranks 

 
From the start it was decided that we would not have too many chiefs and no Indians and 
have never gone above the rank of top Centurion, Primus Pilus. Our Centurion was elected 
to this rank by a combined European re-enactment group meeting at Marle in 2001. Other 
ranks we use are Optio, Signifer, Cornicen, Vexillarius, and, on occasion, Imagnifer. These 
posts are elected by the membership. Contubernium leaders, Decani and their deputies 
(Prodecani) are elected annually. Members are assigned to a Contubernium on joining, 
either as a Legionary or Auxiliary.  

 

Kit Ownership 

The vast majority of our armour and equipment is made by members of the Society and is 
the property of the Guard. Members, when established, are issued with a personal kit but 
this remains the property of the Guard and is returned if a member should leave.Members 
can purchase kit from outside suppliers but all equipment must be approved for use by the 
Guard committee. 

 



Uniformity  

 
Unlike modern armies the Romans did not have uniformity of equipment and continued to 
use armour and equipment until it had worn out. No two men in a unit would be equipped 
identically as, upon joining, each soldier would have to purchase his own kit. However, the 
kit would be variations of a theme, i.e. some type of body armour, helmet, sword, dagger, 
belt or belts and a woollen tunic.  A passage from Tacitus’s Histories describing the second 
battle of Cremona indicates each legion had its own design on their shields and this was 
probably the way units could be recognised. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Skins 

 
The late Dr Graham Webster, Lecturer at Manchester and Birmingham Universities, in his 
book “The Roman Imperial Army” came to the conclusion that the Legions used wolf and 
bear skins for their standard bearers except for the Aquilifer who wore a lion skin over his 
helmet. Other big cats {tigers, leopards etc.) were reserved for the Praetorian Guard in 
Rome .There is no reason to alter this point of view. Sculptural evidence clearly shows skins 
were worn with the head of the animal over the wearer’s helmet not projecting out in front. 
For this reason it appears that for some species, bears for instance, younger animals would 
have been used as mature examples would be too large and envelop the wearer. Lion skins 
may well have come from the middle east as they are smaller than African lions. 

 

 

 

 

 



Armour 

Dr Mike Bishop, author, historian and archaeologist, convincingly explained in a lecture at 
the National Legionary Museum, Caerleon, that just as today we use images  of the Spitfire 
to illustrate the Battle of Britain, when in fact more Hurricanes took part, so the Romans 
used images, particularly on Trajan’s Column,  of segmented armour to show Legionaries as 
opposed to Auxiliaries, when in fact  Legionaries continued to use Hamata (mail) and 
Squamata (scale ) armour after Segmentata had come into use in the early part of the first 
century AD. There is a suggestion that some sort of padding was worn under all types of 
armour. 

Lorica Segmentata 

 
We have found this type of armour the most uncomfortable to wear and needs continual 
maintenance. The weight hangs completely from the shoulders. Buckles and straps are 
continually breaking and the hooks on Corbridge type B snap with great frequency.  Many is 
the time a Guard member, just before taking the field, uses some choice words to say he has 
broken a hook. Corbridge type A with buckles and straps is far less troublesome. The 
internal leathers holding the individual plates together rot from the wearer’s sweat and 
have to be replaced frequently.  

There is no evidence to indicate Centurions or Auxiliaries ever used this type of armour. 



Lorica Hamata 

 
This type of armour is the by far the most comfortable to wear as it moulds to the shape of 
the wearer’s body. Also some of the weight can be shifted onto the hips by the use of a belt. 
Hamata also requires very little maintenance however it is prone to rust. On occasion the 
leather backing to shoulder doubling will need re-stitching.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Lorica Squamata 

 

 
Made of small scales of metal, usually tinned brass, this type of armour is reasonably 
comfortable to wear but can be heavy. We have one at 29lbs (13 kilos). Such armour 



comprised a linen backing to which the rows of scales were stitched with leather thongs. 
However, for first century armour we don’t know if the openings to get into the shirt were 
at the front or at the sides. We have found openings at the sides allow the armour to be laid 
out flat for cleaning and repairs. Once on the body the openings are laced up with leather 
thongs. 

 

Crests 

 
From sculpture it is clear the Roman Army made crests of horsehair or bird feathers. There 
is evidence to show the use of eagle or goose feathers as they are both sacred birds to 
Rome. However, what may well be a crest, made from Hair Moss, was found at Vindolanda. 
What colours these were we do not know although Roman sculpture was highly painted. 
We find it is best to stay with the natural colours of the materials. 

 

 



Latin Orders 

There is no evidence for the Latin orders used by the Romans. Ours were compiled, many 
years ago, by the late Professor H.H. Scullard, editor of the Oxford Classics Dictionary. The 
drill movements themselves have been adapted from British Army Drill. In no way do we 
think it is the drill used by the Roman Army except to emphasise the importance of 
organisation and discipline. It is our interpretation. 

Garments 

 
Dr John Peter Wild, lecturer in Archaeology Manchester University, recognised as an 
expert on Roman clothing, is quoted as saying that unless you have evidence to the contrary 
when you are looking at garments on Roman sculpture you are looking at wool as it was the 
most accessible material available. Linen was also common but it is quite a complex process 
to produce linen from flax whereas wool can almost be taken from the sheep and spun into 
yarn straight away after some cleaning. It was one of the duties of Roman women to weave 
garments for their menfolk. Garments were woven to the finished shape, not cut out from 



bolts of material. Graham Sumner, author/ illustrator, after exhaustive study, came to the 
conclusion that Legionaries wore either red or white tunics, whereas blue was worn by 
marines. The colour purple, which was expensive, was reserved for the emperor. Garments 
were highly valued as is attested by a lead curse tablet thrown into the sacred spring at Bath 
where someone curses the person who stole his cloak.  Mike Bishop is adamant that, in the 
first century AD, nothing was worn below the knee including leggings and trousers. The only 
soldiers who wore bracae (knee length trousers) were Cavalry Troopers. The Roman soldier 
regarded trousers as a barbarian effeminate garment. Tunics are worn above the knee. 
There is a record of a group of soldiers who were made to stand outside their fort with their 
tunics un-girt (untied) as a punishment. Civilians wore the tunic below the knee. Some sort 
of underwear was used rather like a breach cloth which is shown on the graffiti of a 
quarryman. Woollen socks were also worn. A writing tablet from Vindolanda mentions that 
the sender has sent more pairs of socks and underwear (subligaria). We do not use red 
cloaks because a passage from Caesar’s writings says he went about the field in the red 
cloak of a General indicating only Roman Generals wore red cloaks.  Many sculptures show 
focalia (scarves) hanging outside the armour. We consider this to be artists’ licence as the 
purpose of the scarf is to protect the wearer’s neck from being chafed by the armour and 
should therefore be worn inside. 

Tents 

 
Evidence from finds at Vindolanda, Carlisle and Nijmegan shows that Roman Army tents 
were made of goat skin. We have only two which were hand stitched and each took over 



800 hours to make. The Roman Army did not have the use of cotton canvas which many 
groups use. This would be acceptable if only it was made clear to the public that they should 
be made of goat skin. Seams are complex with stitching not showing on the outside, thus 
rendering the seams waterproof. 

Awards in the ESG 

 
Awards in the Guard are given for length of service as follows. Ten years’ service, a silver 
Armilla. Fifteen years’ service, a second Armilla. Twenty years, a silver ring. At Twenty-five 
years a pair of Torques. No other bracelets, rings or jewellery are allowed to be worn except 
for brooches to fasten cloaks and focalia. Off duty in civilian kit members wear a badge in the shape 
of a tabula ansanta to show their length of service. 

 

 

 

 

 



Our Displays  

 

 



 

 



 

 
The aim of our displays is to both educate and entertain the public and to put some flesh on the 
dead bones of history. The first element is to describe the various ranks and roles of the soldiers on 
display. We then move onto the exercises to show how the Roman Soldier trained and was kept 
ready for battle. The third section consists of the formations for which there is some written 
evidence. The battle line, the Testudo or tortoise formation and the Cuneum or wedge formation. If 



cavalry are present then an anti-cavalry formation may be used. Finally, we move on to the shooting 
of various artillery weapons and It is important that each element does not go on too long and we 
move on to the next part before the public get bored and lose interest. It is better to leave the public 
wanting that little bit more than to have them walking away before the end. 
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